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The Abundance
Amit Majmudar
9781780742687 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Book of Night Women
Marlon James
Winner of the Dayton Literary Peace Prize
A startling, hard-edged dissection of slavery - a tour de force of voice and storytelling. At the heart of the novel is the extraordinary character of Lilith, a spirited slave girl struggling to transcend the violence into which she is born. Overflowing with high drama and heartbreak, at its centre is the conspiracy of the Night Women, a clandestine council of fierce slave women plotting an island-wide revolt. Rebellions simmer, incidents of sadism and madness run rampant, and the tangled web of power relationships dramatically unravels amid dangerous secrets, unspoken jealousies, inhuman violence, and very human emotion.
9781851687213 | £9.99 | Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

A Cupboard Full of Coats
Yvette Edwards
Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize
Fourteen years ago Jinx’s mother was brutally murdered in their East London home. Overwhelmed by the part she played, Jinx’s whole life has been poisoned by guilt. Then an old friend of her mother’s appears on her doorstep. He wants to revisit the events leading to that terrible night, forcing Jinx to confront her past, and offering her the possibility of redemption alongside the pain of remembrance. Estranged from her husband and detached from her son, Jinx knows that this is her only chance to end the emotional paralysis that has blighted her life. But the friend has his own secrets to share, and over the course of one weekend they unravel an unforgettable drama, stoked with violence and passion.
Rich with voices from East London and the West Indies, Edwards’s narrative is delivered with a unique and uncompromising bite that announces a new talent in British fiction.
9781851688388 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Falling to Heaven
Jeanne Peterson
9781851687367 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Gendarme
Mark Mustian
9781851688395 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Girl Who Fell from the Sky
Heidi Durrow
9781851687459 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Glaciers
Alexis M. Smith
9781780743226 | £7.99
Paperback | 184mm × 129mm
The Heart Specialist
Claire Holden Rothman
9781851687947 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Partitions
Amit Majmudar
9781851688401 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Right of Thirst
Frank Huyler
9781851687343 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Things We Left Unsaid
Zoya Pirzad
9781851689675 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Running the Rift
Naomi Benaron
Running the Rift follows Jean Patrick Nkuba, a gifted Rwandan boy, from the day he knows that running will be his life to the moment he must run to save his life, a ten-year span in which his country is undone by the Hutu-Tutsi tensions. Born a Tutsi, he is thrust into a world where it’s impossible to stay apolitical - where the man who used to sell you gifts for your family now spews hatred, where the girl who flirted with you in the lunchroom refuses to look at you, where your Hutu coach is secretly training the very soldiers who will hunt down your family. Yet in an environment increasingly restrictive for the Tutsi, he holds fast to his dream of becoming Rwanda’s first Olympic medal contender in track, a feat he believes might deliver him and his people from this violence. When the killing begins, Jean Patrick is forced to flee, leaving behind the woman, the family, and the country he loves. Finding them again is the race of his life.
9781851689040 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

This Flawless Place Between
Bruno Portier
9781851689590 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Twice Born
Margaret Mazzantini
9781851689163 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Unit
Ninni Holmqvist
9781851687442 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Up from the Blue
Susan Henderson
9781851688432 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
1948

*A Soldier’s Tale – The Bloody Road to Jerusalem*

Uri Avnery
9781851686292 | £12.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

**The Adventurer’s Handbook**

*From Surviving an Anaconda Attack to Finding Your Way Out of a Desert*

Mick Conefrey
9781780743196 | £10.99
Hardback | 198mm × 129mm

**An Act of Free Choice**

*Decolonisation and the Right to Self-Determination in West Papua*

Pieter Drooglever
9781851687152 | £125.00
Hardback | 234mm × 156mm

**Argentina**

*A Short History*

Colin Lewis
9781851683000 | £19.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

**The Crisis of Our Age**

Pitrim A. Sorokin
9781851680283 | £22.99
Paperback | 235mm × 153mm

**The Diary of Mary Berg**

*Growing up in the Warsaw Ghetto*

Susan Lee Pentlin
9781851685851 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

**The Curse of the Mummy**

*and Other Mysteries of Ancient Egypt*

Charlotte Booth
9781851686063 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

**Egypt**

*A Short History*

James Jankowski
9781851682409 | £18.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

---

**Everest 1953**

*The Epic Story of the First Ascent*

Mick Conefrey

On the morning of 2 June 1953, the day of Queen Elizabeth’s coronation, the first news broke that Everest had finally been conquered. Drawing on first-hand interviews and unprecedented access to archives, this is a ground-breaking new account of that extraordinary first ascent. Revealing that what has gone down in history as a supremely well-planned expedition was actually beset by crisis and controversy, *Everest 1953* recounts a bygone age of self-sacrifice and heroism, using letters and personal diaries to reveal the immense stress and heartache the climbers often hid from their fellow team members. Charting how the ascent affected the original team in subsequent years and detailing its immense cultural impact today, *Everest 1953* is the perfect book to commemorate this remarkable feat of the human will.

9781780742304 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine
Ilan Pappe
9781851685554 | £12.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

India and South Asia
A Short History
David Ludden
9781851689361 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Japan
A Short History
Mikiso Hane
9781780742564 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Morocco
From Empire to Independence
C. R. Pennell
9781851686346 | £12.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Glory & B*llocks
The Truth behind Ten Defining Events in British History
Colin Brown
9781851689927 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Iron Cage
The Story of the Palestinian Struggle for Statehood
Rashid Khalidi
9781851685325 | £16.99
Hardback | 225mm × 146mm

Libya
From Colony to Revolution
Ronald Bruce St John
9781851689194 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Olya’s Story
Olya Roohizadegan
9781851680733 | £10.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

The Men Who Lost America
British Command during the Revolutionary War and the Preservation of the Empire
Andrew O’Shaughnessy

Britain’s leading expert exposes the myth of British incompetence during the American Revolution, revealing a unique account of the Empire’s most stunning loss

“A fresh and compelling view of a critical aspect of the struggle that changed the world. This is a great book.”
Jon Meacham, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of American Lion: Andrew Jackson in the White House

“Reveals the talents as well as the human foibles of a rich cast of intriguing characters. O’Shaughnessy gives the American revolutionaries exactly what their story has so long needed: worthy adversaries who fought hard and well.”
Alan Taylor, Bancroft and Pulitzer Prize winner, and author of The Civil War of 1812

9781780742465 | £30 | Hardback | 234mm-156mm
Pre-Industrial Societies
Anatomy of the Pre-Modern World
Patricia Crone
9781851683116 | £14.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

The Secret War with Iran
The 30-Year Covert Struggle for Control of a ‘Rogue’ State
Ronen Bergman
9781851686766 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Slavery and Freedom in Colonial Brazil
A. J. R. Russell-Wood
9781851683881 | £27.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Sudan
Race, Religion, and Violence
Jok Madut Jok
9781851683666 | £14.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Tamerlane’s Children
Dispatches from Contemporary Uzbekistan
Robert Rand
9781851684571 | £19.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

On Wings of Diesel
Trucks, Identity and Culture in Pakistan
Jamal J. Elias
9781851688111 | £29.99
Paperback | 246mm × 189mm
9781851687497 | £60.00
Hardback | 246mm × 189mm

Russia
A Short History
Abraham Ascher
9781851686131 | £12.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

The State vs. Nelson Mandela
The Trial that Changed South Africa
Joel Joffe
9781851686384 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Woman Who Saved the Children
A Biography of Eglantyne Jebb: Founder of Save the Children
Clare Mulley
This is an unconventional biography of an unconventional woman who did not care for children, but dedicated her life to establishing Save the Children and promoting her revolutionary concept of human rights. In this award-winning biography, Clare Mulley brings to life this beautiful, charismatic, and passionate spinster in a brown cardigan, who helped save millions of lives and permanently changed the way the world treats children.
9781851687220 | £10.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Sophie Scholl and the White Rose
Annette Dumbach & Jud Newborn
The stirring story of five young German students at the University of Munich who resisted the brutal Nazi regime, tried to spark an uprising, and met with a tragic fate.
‘The animated narrative reads like a suspense novel.’
New York Times
9781851685363 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
50 Campaings to Shout About
Ellie Levenson
9781851687718 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Climate Wars
The Fight for Survival as the World Overheats
Gwynne Dyer
9781851688142 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Confessions from Correspondentland
The Dangers and Delights of Life as a Foreign Correspondent
Nick Bryant
9781851689767 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Cultural Politics in a Global Age
Uncertainty, Solidarity, and Innovation
Professor Henrietta L. Moore
9781851685509 | £19.99
Paperback | 234mm × 156mm

God Sleeps in Rwanda
A Personal Journey of Transformation
Joseph Sebarenzi
9781851687435 | £12.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Growing Up bin Laden
Osama’s Wife and Son Take Us Inside Their Secret World
Najwa bin Laden Jean Sasson
9781851689019 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Democracy Ltd
How Money and Donations Have Corrupted British Politics
Bobby Friedman
Big business, eccentric loners, lobbyists, fraudsters, senior trade unionists, and dodgy wheeler-dealers have all been rubbing shoulders with the most senior politicians in the country – and they often expect something in return for their money.
Informed by interviews with wealthy donors and key political figures, and packed with shocking revelations, this enthralling book exposes who is really pulling the strings in British government.
9781780742526 | £12.99 | Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Last Refuge
Yemen, al-Qaeda, and the Battle for Arabia
Gregory D. Johnsen
Unrivaled Yemen expert Gregory Johnsen charts the rise, fall, and resurrection of al-Qaeda in Yemen – a combustion of civil wars, Afghan refugees, and Islamic proph-ecy. He brings readers inside al-Qaeda’s training camps and safe houses as the terrorists plot poison attacks and debate how to bring down a plane on Christmas Day. Based on years of on-the-ground interviews and reviews of al-Qaeda battle notes, Johnsen delivers a gripping and incisive investigation of the true state of the Middle East.
9781851689408 | £14.99 | Paperback | 234mm × 156mm

Letters to My Torturer
Love, Revolution, and Imprisonment in Iran
Houshang Asadi
9781851688005 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Monique and the Mango Rains
An Extraordinary Story of Friendship in a Midwife’s House in Mali
Kris Holloway
9781851688371 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

50 Campaings to Shout About
Ellie Levenson
9781851687718 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Climate Wars
The Fight for Survival as the World Overheats
Gwynne Dyer
9781851688142 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Confessions from Correspondentland
The Dangers and Delights of Life as a Foreign Correspondent
Nick Bryant
9781851689767 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Cultural Politics in a Global Age
Uncertainty, Solidarity, and Innovation
Professor Henrietta L. Moore
9781851685509 | £19.99
Paperback | 234mm × 156mm

God Sleeps in Rwanda
A Personal Journey of Transformation
Joseph Sebarenzi
9781851687435 | £12.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Growing Up bin Laden
Osama’s Wife and Son Take Us Inside Their Secret World
Najwa bin Laden Jean Sasson
9781851689019 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Democracy Ltd
How Money and Donations Have Corrupted British Politics
Bobby Friedman
Big business, eccentric loners, lobbyists, fraudsters, senior trade unionists, and dodgy wheeler-dealers have all been rubbing shoulders with the most senior politicians in the country – and they often expect something in return for their money.
Informed by interviews with wealthy donors and key political figures, and packed with shocking revelations, this enthralling book exposes who is really pulling the strings in British government.
9781780742526 | £12.99 | Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Last Refuge
Yemen, al-Qaeda, and the Battle for Arabia
Gregory D. Johnsen
Unrivaled Yemen expert Gregory Johnsen charts the rise, fall, and resurrection of al-Qaeda in Yemen – a combustion of civil wars, Afghan refugees, and Islamic proph-ecy. He brings readers inside al-Qaeda’s training camps and safe houses as the terrorists plot poison attacks and debate how to bring down a plane on Christmas Day. Based on years of on-the-ground interviews and reviews of al-Qaeda battle notes, Johnsen delivers a gripping and incisive investigation of the true state of the Middle East.
9781851689408 | £14.99 | Paperback | 234mm × 156mm

Letters to My Torturer
Love, Revolution, and Imprisonment in Iran
Houshang Asadi
9781851688005 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Monique and the Mango Rains
An Extraordinary Story of Friendship in a Midwife’s House in Mali
Kris Holloway
9781851688371 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
NHS SOS
How the NHS Was Betrayed – and How We Can Save It
Raymond Tallis
9781780743288 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

No Place to Call Home
Inside the Real Lives of Gypsies and Travellers
Katharine Quarmby
They are reviled. For centuries the Roma have wandered Europe; during the Holocaust half a million were killed. After World War II and during the Troubles, a wave of Irish Travellers moved to England to make a better, safer life. They found places to settle down – but then, as Occupy was taking over Wall Street and London, the vocal Dale Farm community in Essex was evicted from their land. Many did not leave quietly: they put up a legal and at times physical fight.

Award-winning journalist Katharine Quarmby takes us into the heat of the battle, following the Sheridan, McCarthy, Burton and Townsley families before and after the eviction, from Dale Farm to Meriden and other trouble spots. Based on exclusive access over the course of seven years and rich historical research, No Place to Call Home is a stunning narrative of long-sought justice.

9781851689491 | £12.99 | Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

No Worse Enemy
The Inside Story of the Chaotic Struggle for Afghanistan
Ben Anderson
9781851689774 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Oilopoly
Putin, Power and the Rise of the New Russia
Marshall Goldman
9781851687473 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

On Being a Teacher
Jonathan Kozol
9781851686315 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Noughtie Girl’s Guide to Feminism
Ellie Levenson
9781851686834 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Oil Kings
How the U.S., Iran, and Saudi Arabia Changed the Balance of Power in the Middle East
Andrew Scott Cooper
9781851689385 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Other Hundred
Foreword by Chandran Nair
Introduction by Pankaj Mishra
9781780743752 | £25.00
Hardback | 300mm × 240mm
Pointing the Finger
*Islam and Muslims in the British Media*
Julian Petley
9781851688128 | £19.99
Paperback | 234mm × 156mm

Seeds of Terror
*How Drugs, Thugs, and Crime are Reshaping the Afghan War*
Gretchen Peters
9781851687510 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Radio Congo
*Signals of Hope from Africa’s Deadliest War*
Ben Rawlence
In this compelling debut, Ben Rawlence sets out to gather the news that never travels far - the news of the uneasy peace being made in the towns of Congo’s silent quarter. Rather than taking the direct flight suggested by aid workers and mercenaries, he travels by foot, motorbike, and boat, taking his time to meet the people who are making a new life in one of the world’s most dangerous places. He introduces us to Colonel Ibrahim, a guerrilla turned army officer, the Lebanese cousins Mohammed & Mohammed, young tin traders shipped to Africa by their family; the talk-show host Mama Christine, who dispenses counsel and courage in equal measure; and the priest Jean-Baptiste, who explains the price of beer and normality.

Along the way, Rawlence reveals the real story of Congo, during and after the war, and the seeds of a peaceful future.
9781851689651 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Strange Fruit
*Why Both Sides are Wrong in the Race Debate*
Kenan Malik
9781851686650 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

What’s the Point of School?
*Rediscovering the Heart of Education*
Guy Claxton
9781851686032 | £14.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Then They Came For Me
*A story of injustice and survival in Iran’s most notorious prison*
Maziar Bahari
Maziar Bahari left London in June 2009 to cover Iran’s presidential election, believing he’d return to his pregnant fiancee, Paola, in just a few days, a week at most. In fact he would spend the next three months in Iran’s most notorious prison, enduring brutal interrogation sessions, released only after mounting global outrage and a final condemnation from US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

Gripping and masterfully told, *Then They Came For Me* delves into Iran’s history of oppression, and details how the democratic impulses of the youth are violently oppressed by a government that grows ever more totalitarian. An intimate account of contemporary Iran, it is also the moving and wonderfully written story of one family’s extraordinary courage in the face of repression.
9781851689545 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
Frankenstein’s Cat
Cuddling Up to Biotech’s Brave New Beasts
Emily Anthes

Fluorescent fish that glow near pollution. Dolphins with prosthetic fins. Robot-armoured beetles that military handlers can send on spy missions. Beloved pet pigs resurrected from DNA. Scientists have already begun to create these high-tech hybrids to serve human whims and needs. What if a cow could be engineered to no longer feel pain – should we design a herd that would assuage our guilt over eating meat?

Acclaimed science writer Emily Anthes travels round the globe to meet the fauna of the future, from the Scottish birthplace of Dolly the sheep and other clones to a ‘pharm’ for cancer-fighting chickens. Frankenstein’s Cat is an eye-opening exploration of weird science – and how we are playing god in the animal world.

9781851689682 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
How to Make a Zombie
*The Real Life (and Death) Science of Reanimation and Mind Control*
Frank Swain
9781851689446 | £8.99/$15.95
Paperback | 198mm × 128mm

How to Win at Russian Roulette
*And Other Fiendish Logic Problems*
Thomas Byrne & Tom Cassidy
9781851687787 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

How to Save the World with Salad Dressing
*and Other Outrageous Science Problems*
Thomas Byrne & Tom Cassidy
9781851688555 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Information Generation
*How Data Rule Our World*
David J. Hand
9781851684458 | £16.99
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

How to Teach Quantum Physics to Your Dog
*Chad Orzel*
In this international bestseller, Orzel explains the key theories of quantum physics, taking his dog Emmy's anarchic behaviour as a starting point. Could she use quantum tunnelling to get through the neighbour's fence? How about diffracting round a tree to chase squirrels? From quarks and gluons to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, this is a uniquely entertaining way to unlock the secrets of the universe.

“Elegantly approachable descriptions... with a refreshing emphasis on recent research. Highly satisfying.”
The Guardian

“It's hard to imagine a better way for the mathematically and scientifically challenged to grasp basic quantum physics.”
Booklist

9781851687794 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Last Man Who Knew Everything
*Andrew Robinson*
9781851685523 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Like a Virgin
*How Science Is Redesigning the Rules of Sex*
Aarathi Prasad
9781851689118 | £12.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Losing the Head of Philip K. Dick
*A Bizarre But True Tale of Androids, Kill Switches, and Left Luggage*
David Dufty
9781851689224 | £12.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Megacatastrophes!
*Nine Strange Ways The World Could End*
David Darling & Dirk Schulze-Makuch
9781851689477 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
Metamorphosis
Unmasking the Mystery of How Life Transforms
Frank Ryan
9781851689132 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

My Beautiful Genome
Exposing Our Genetic Future, One Quirk at a Time
Lone Frank
9781851689149 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

On the Origin of Tepees
Why Some Ideas Spread While Others Go Extinct
Jonnie Hughes
9781851689439 | £10.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Packing for Mars
The Curious Science of Life in Space
Mary Roach
9781851688234 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Playful Brain
Venturing to the Limits of Neuroscience
Sergio Pellis & Vivien Pellis
9781851687602 | £12.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Rocket Man
And Other Extraordinary Characters from the History of Flight
David Darling
9781851684297 | £12.99
Hardback | 198mm × 129mm

Music Of The Sun
The Story Of Helioseismology
William Chaplin
9781851684519 | £25.00
Hardback | 225mm × 146mm

The Neurotourist
Postcards from the Edge of Brain Science
Lone Frank
9781851687961 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Orwell’s Cough
Diagnosing the Medical Maladies and Last Gasps of the Great Writers
John Ross
9781780742250 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Pleasure
How Our Brains Make Junk Food, Exercise, Marijuana, Generosity, and Gambling Feel So Good
David J. Linden
9781851688975 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Simply Complexity
A Clear Guide to Complexity Theory
Neil Johnson
9781851686308 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Spy In The Coffee Machine
The End of Privacy as We know it
Kieron O’Hara
9781851685547 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
The Particle at the End of the Universe
The Hunt for the Higgs and the Discovery of a New World
Sean Carroll

It was the universe's most elusive particle, the linchpin for everything scientists dreamed up to explain how physics works. It had to be found. But projects as big as CERN's Large Hadron Collider don't happen without dealing and conniving, incredible risks and occasional skulduggery.

Award-winning physicist and science popularizer Sean Carroll reveals the history-making forces of insight, rivalry, and wonder that fuelled the Higgs search, and explores why this particle holds the potential to change the world, much as the electron ushered in the age of nuclear energy and quantum computing. While the first sighting of the "God particle" essentially solves the riddle of why matter has mass, it also opens a door into the mind-boggling domain of dark matter and other phenomena we never predicted. Told with unrivalled ambition, authority, and access to the competing research teams, this is the greatest science story of our time – riveting and irresistible.

9781780742458 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
9781780742328 | £16.99 | Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

This is Improbable
Cheese String Theory, Magnetic Chickens, and Other WTF Research
Marc Abrahams

Marc Abrahams, the founder of the famous Ig Nobel Prize, offers an addictive, wryly funny expose of the oddest, most imaginative, and just plain improbable research from around the world. He looks into why books on ethics are more likely to get stolen and how promoting people randomly improves their work, to what time of month generates higher tips for Vegas lap dancers and how mice were outfitted with parachutes to find a better way to murder tree snakes in Guam.

Abrahams' tour through these unlikeliest investigations of animals, plants, and minerals (including humans) will first make you laugh, then make you think about the globe in a new way.

9781851689750 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

What Makes Us Human?
Edited by Charles Pasternak

9781851685196 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

We Are Not Alone
Why We Have Already Found Extraterrestrial Life
Dirk Schulze-Makuch

9781851687886 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

What a Plant Knows
A Field Guide to the Senses of Your Garden - and Beyond
Daniel Chamovitz

9781851689705 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Why Don't Spiders Stick to Their Webs?
And 317 Other Everyday Mysteries of Science
Robert Matthews

9781851689002 | £7.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The 7 Laws of Magical Thinking
How Irrationality Makes Us Happy, Healthy, and Sane
Matthew Hutson

9781851689576 | £8.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Danger</td>
<td>Our Quest for Excitement</td>
<td>Michael Apter</td>
<td>9781851684816</td>
<td>£16.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunk Tank Pink</td>
<td>The Subconscious Forces that Shape How We Think, Feel, and Behave</td>
<td>Adam Alter</td>
<td>9781780742649</td>
<td>£11.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freud on the Couch</td>
<td>A Critical Introduction to the Father of Psychoanalysis</td>
<td>Beverley Clack</td>
<td>9781780742625</td>
<td>£12.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography of Time</td>
<td>On Tempo. Culture and the Pace of Life</td>
<td>Robert Levine</td>
<td>9781851686565</td>
<td>£10.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Ideas in Psychology</td>
<td>A Cultural and Historical Introduction</td>
<td>Fathali Moghaddam</td>
<td>9781851683796</td>
<td>£15.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Retirement</td>
<td>Simple ways to transform your relationships, self-esteem, and emotional well-being</td>
<td>Carol Hagland</td>
<td>9781851687633</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Habits, Breaking Habits</td>
<td>How to Make Changes that Stick</td>
<td>Jeremy Dean</td>
<td>9781851689897</td>
<td>£8.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindsight</td>
<td>Transform Your Brain with the New Science of Kindness</td>
<td>Daniel Siegel</td>
<td>9781851687930</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink Brain, Blue Brain</td>
<td>How Small Differences Grow into Troublesome Gaps – And What We Can Do About It</td>
<td>Lise Eliot</td>
<td>9781851687992</td>
<td>£10.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power of Persuasion</td>
<td>How We’re Bought and Sold</td>
<td>Robert Levine</td>
<td>9781851684649</td>
<td>£10.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positivity</td>
<td>Groundbreaking Research to Release Your Inner Optimist and Thrive</td>
<td>Barbara Fredrickson</td>
<td>9781851687909</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priceless</td>
<td>The Hidden Psychology of Value</td>
<td>William Poundstone</td>
<td>9781851688296</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You Are Not So Smart
Why Your Memory is Mostly Fiction, Why You Have Too Many Friends on Facebook and 46 Other Ways You’re Deluding Yourself
David McRaney
9781851689392 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Think Yourself Happy
The Simple 6-Step Programme to Change Your Life from Within
Rick Norris
9781851687770 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Understand Human Nature
The Psychology of Personality
Alfred Adler
9781851686674 | £18.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Welcome to Your Child’s Brain
How the Mind Grows From Birth to University
Sandra Aamodt & Sam Wang
9781851689125 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

You Can Beat Your Brain
How to Turn your Enemies into Friends, How to Make Better Decisions, and Other Ways to Be Less Dumb
David McRaney
9781780743745 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Zen and the Art of Consciousness
Susan Blackmore
9781851687985 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Understanding Life
An Introduction to the Psychology of Alfred Adler
Alfred Adler
9781851686971 | £19.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Tweens
What to expect from – and how to survive – your child’s pre-teen years
Andrea Clifford-Poston
9781851683802 | £9.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Why Him? Why Her?
How to Find and Keep Lasting Love
Helen Fisher
9781851687923 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

To Understand and be Understood
A Practical Guide to Successful Relationships
Erik Blumenthal
9781851686681 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Understanding Human Nature
The Psychology of Personality
Alfred Adler
9781851689392 | £8.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Think Yourself Happy
The Simple 6-Step Programme to Change Your Life from Within
Rick Norris
9781851687770 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Welcome to Your Child’s Brain
How the Mind Grows From Birth to University
Sandra Aamodt & Sam Wang
9781851689125 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

You Can Beat Your Brain
How to Turn your Enemies into Friends, How to Make Better Decisions, and Other Ways to Be Less Dumb
David McRaney
9781780743745 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
COPING WITH

Series Editor: Dr Steven Jones, Professor of Clinical Psychology, Lancaster University

Drawing on the combined expertise of leading specialists, the Coping With series offers a comprehensive and practical guide to the causes, treatment, and implications of major disorders. By focusing on the benefits of Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy (CBT), it encourages those having to live with the disorder to take an active role in maintaining and coping with their own or a loved one’s well-being.

All Coping With titles are Demy (216mm × 135mm) paperback and £9.99.
Peter Cave

Peter Cave regularly lectures in philosophy for The Open University and City University, London. He frequently contributes to philosophy journals and magazines, from the serious to the fun, lectures around the world, and has scripted and presented philosophy programmes for the BBC.

In these fun and entertaining books of puzzles and paradoxes, Peter Cave introduces some of life’s most important questions with tales and tall stories, reasons and arguments, common sense and bizarre conclusions. From speedy tortoises to getting into heaven, paradoxes and puzzles give rise to some of the most exciting problems in philosophy – from logic to ethics and from art to politics. Illustrated with quirky cartoons throughout, this trio of philosophical conundra take the reader on a taster tour of the most interesting and delightful parts of philosophy. They’re for everyone who puzzles about the world!

Deep Thought on Life, the Universe, and Everything
Mark Vernon
9781851685608 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 127mm

Can a Robot be Human?
33 Perplexing Philosophy Puzzles
Peter Cave
9781851685318 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Do Llamas Fall in Love?
33 Perplexing Philosophy Puzzles
Peter Cave
9781851687671 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

What’s Wrong With Eating People?
33 More Perplexing Philosophy Puzzles
Peter Cave
9781851686209 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

European Aesthetics
A Critical Introduction from Kant to Derrida
Robert L. Wicks
9781851688197 | £20.00
Paperback | 234mm × 156mm
9781851688180 | £45.00
Hardback | 234mm × 156mm

Great Thinkers on Great Questions
Edited by Roy Abraham Varghese
9781851686551 | £10.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Modern French Philosophy
From Existentialism to Postmodernism
Robert Wicks
9781851683185 | £27.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

John Hick
An Autobiography
John Hick
9781851683925 | £14.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

The 60-Second Philosopher
Expand your Mind on a Minute or so a Day!
Andrew Pessin
9781851686889 | £6.99
Paperback | 168mm × 118mm

What’s Wrong With Eating People?
33 More Perplexing Philosophy Puzzles
Peter Cave
9781851686209 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
The Philosophical Life
Twelve Great Thinkers and the Search for Wisdom, from Socrates to Nietzsche
James Miller

We all want to know how to live. But before the good life was reduced to ten easy steps or a prescription from the doctor, philosophers offered arresting answers to the most fundamental questions about who we are and what makes for a life worth living.

In *The Philosophical Life*, James Miller returns to this vibrant tradition with short, lively biographies of twelve famous philosophers. Socrates spent his life examining himself and the assumptions of others. His most famous student, Plato, risked his reputation to tutor a tyrant. Diogenes carried a bright lamp in broad daylight and announced he was “looking for a man.” And Nietzsche tried to get to grips with the human condition before he lapsed into catatonic madness.

With a flair for paradox and rich anecdote, *The Philosophical Life* is a book that confirms the continuing relevance of philosophy today—and explores the most urgent questions about what it means to live a good life.

9781851689569 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
Bernie Madoff, The Wizard of Lies
Inside the Infamous $65 Billion Swindle
Diana B. Henriques
9781851689033 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Dance with Chance
Making Luck Work for You
Spyros Makridakis, Robin Hogarth & Anil Gaba
9781851687756 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Dirty Money
The Economics of Sex and Love
Marina Adshade
9781780742588 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

One Step Ahead
Private Equity and Hedge Funds After the Global Financial Crisis
Timothy Spangler
9781780742953 | £25.00
Hardback | 234mm × 156mm

The Shadow Market
How Sovereign Wealth Funds Secretly Dominate the Global Economy
Eric J. Weiner
9781851688227 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Moneyless Man
A Year of Freconomic Living
Mark Boyle
Imagine living for an entire year without money. Former businessman Mark Boyle did just that and here is his extraordinary and compelling story. How do friends and family react? What do you eat? How do you wash? Mark Boyle finds out the hard way and explores the troubling consequences of our obsession with money. Encountering cuttlefish toothpaste, seasonal foods, paper made out of mushrooms, and compost toilets, Boyle puts the fun into frugality and will inspire you to question what really matters in life.
9781851687879 | £7.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Octopus
The Secret Market and the World’s Wildest Con
Guy Lawson
Longlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year Award
Sam Israel seemed to have it all. Born into one of America’s richest families, he founded his own hedge fund, promising his investors extraordinary profits. But, after suffering devastating losses and faking tax returns, Israel faced ruin. Duped by a former CIA-operative turned conman, Israel was sucked into a crazy year-long adventure in a bizarre world populated by clandestine bankers, old-money aristocrats, fraudsters, gun-toting spooks and a mysterious cabal known only as the Octopus.
9781780742281 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
Defenders of Reason in Islam

Mu'tazilism from Medieval School to Modern Symbol

Richard C. Martin & Mark R. Woodward, with Dwij S. Atmaja

9781851681471 | £18.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Event of the Qur’an

Islam in its Scripture

Kenneth Cragg

9781851680672 | £24.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Faith and Reason in Islam

Averroes’ Exposition of Religious Arguments

Averroes

9781851682638 | £14.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Enlightenment Qur’an

The Politics of Translation and the Construction of Islam

Ziad Elmarsafy

9781851686520 | £19.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm
9781851686957 | £50.00
Hardback | 225mm × 146mm

The Faith and Practice of Al-Ghazali

W. Montgomery Watt

9781851680627 | £16.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Feminism in Islam

Secular and Religious Convergences

Margot Badran

9781851685561 | £19.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Five Percenters

Islam, Hip-hop and the Gods of New York

Michael Muhammad Knight

With a cast of characters ranging from Malcolm X to 50 Cent, Knight’s compelling work is the first detailed account of the movement inextricably linked with black empowerment, Islam, New York, and hip-hop. Whether discussing the stars of Five Percenter rap or 1980s crack empires, this fast-paced investigation uncovers the community’s icons and heritage, and examines its growing influence in urban American youth culture.

9781851686155 | £14.99 | Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

The First Muslims

History and Memory

Asma Afsaruddin

9781851684977 | £12.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Formative Period of Islamic Thought

William Montgomery Watt

9781851681525 | £24.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm
No other religion in the modern world has come under such close scrutiny or been viewed as a source of so much harm to our civilization as Islam. It is routinely portrayed in the media as a promoter of terrorism, supporter of authoritarian governments, oppressor of women, and an enemy of the West. In this sympathetic assessment of the religion, renowned Christian theologian Hans Küng, demonstrates that this simplistic perception could not be further from the truth.

Providing a masterful overview of Islam’s 1,400-year history, Küng’s critically acclaimed best-seller examines its fundamental beliefs and practices, outlines the major schools of thought, and surveys the positions of Islam on the urgent questions of the day. Deft, assured, and comprehensive, this essential reference work is now available in paperback for the first time.
Jesus and the Muslim
An Exploration
Kenneth Cragg
9781851681808 | £25.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Key Themes for the Study of Islam
Jamal J. Elias
9781851687107 | £19.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm
9781851687114 | £60.00
Hardback | 225mm × 146mm

The Legacy of Arab-Islam In Africa
A Quest for Inter-religious Dialogue
John Alembillah Azumah
9781851682737 | £25.00
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Lessons in Islamic Jurisprudence
Roy Mottahedeh
9781851683932 | £19.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Mantle of the Prophet
Religion and Politics in Iran
Roy Mottahedeh
9781851686162 | £18.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Muhammad
A Short Biography
Martin Forward
9781851681310 | £14.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Muhammad and the Christian
A Question of Response
Kenneth Cragg
9781851681792 | £16.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Muslim Devotions
A Study of Prayer-Manuals in Common Use
Constance E. Padwick
9781851681150 | £25.99
Paperback | 210mm × 137mm

Muslim Women Mystics
The Life and Work of Rabi’a and Other Women Mystics in Islam
Margaret Smith
9781851682508 | £19.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Muslims and Christians Face to Face
Kate Zebiri
9781851681334 | £21.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

On Being a Muslim
Finding a Religious Path in the World Today
Farid Esack
9781851686919 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Progressive Muslims
On Justice, Gender, and Pluralism
Omid Safi
9781851683161 | £19.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Subtitle</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Qur'an and its Exegesis</td>
<td>Selected Texts with Classical and Modern Muslim Interpretations</td>
<td>Helmut Gätje</td>
<td>9781851681181</td>
<td>£25.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>210mm × 137mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revival and Reform in Islam</td>
<td>A Study of Islamic Fundamentalism</td>
<td>Fazlur Rahman</td>
<td>9781851682041</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>225mm × 146mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadith</td>
<td>Muhammad's Legacy in the Medieval and Modern World</td>
<td>Jonathan A.C. Brown</td>
<td>9781851686636</td>
<td>£19.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>225mm × 146mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Qur'an</td>
<td>An Introduction</td>
<td>Anna M. Gade</td>
<td>9781851686940</td>
<td>£19.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>225mm × 146mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari'ah Law</td>
<td>An Introduction</td>
<td>Mohammad Hashim Kamali</td>
<td>9781851685653</td>
<td>£19.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>225mm × 146mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qur'an, Liberation and Pluralism</td>
<td>An Islamic Perspective Of Interreligious Solidarity Against Oppression</td>
<td>Farid Esack</td>
<td>9781851681211</td>
<td>£22.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>225mm × 146mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Ethics And Islam</td>
<td>Feminist Reflections on Qur'an, Hadith, and Jurisprudence</td>
<td>Kecia Ali</td>
<td>9781851684564</td>
<td>£12.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>216mm × 135mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking in God's Name</td>
<td>Islamic Law, Authority and Women</td>
<td>Khaled Abou El Fadl</td>
<td>9781851682621</td>
<td>£29.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>225mm × 146mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality in the Land of the Noble</td>
<td>How Iran Shaped the World's Religions</td>
<td>Richard C. Folz</td>
<td>9781851683369</td>
<td>£12.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>225mm × 146mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradition and Survival</td>
<td>A Bibliographical Survey of Early Shi'ite Literature</td>
<td>Hossein Modarresi</td>
<td>9781851683314</td>
<td>£65.00</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
<td>235mm × 153mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Muslims Believe</td>
<td></td>
<td>John Bowker</td>
<td>9781851686858</td>
<td>£10.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAKERS OF THE MUSLIM WORLD
Series Editor: Patricia Crone

This is the first series entirely devoted to the men and women who made the Muslim world what it is today, whether they were poets or scholars, artists or scientists, politicians or religious leaders. The series will cover the entire range of Islamic civilization in geographic and chronological terms. Intended as a guide for students, laymen, Islamicists in need of quick orientation, and academics in other fields, the books are written by experts in a clear and straightforward language and no prior knowledge of Islam or its history is required to follow them.

Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi

Islam and the Enlightenment
Samer Akkach
9781851685080 | £30.00
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Abd al-Malik

Chase Robinson
9781851685073 | £12.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Abu Nuwas

A Genius of Poetry
Philip Kennedy

This is the first book to present the life, times and poetry of one of the greatest poets in the Arab tradition, Abu Nuwas. Author Philip Kennedy provides the narrative of Abu Nuwas’s fascinating life, which was full of intrigue and debauched adventure, in parallel with the presentation of his greatest poems, across all genres, in easy and accessible translations, giving commentary where needed.

‘Philip has written a very good book on the great (in my view) greatest Arabic poet, Abu Nuwas... The literary analysis is generally excellent, balanced and erudite.’
Geert Jan van Gelder
9781851685103 | £12.99 | Paperback | 216mm × 135mm
9781851683604 | £30.00 | Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Abd Al-Rahman III

Maribel Fierro
9781851685097 | £12.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Abu Nuwas

A Genius of Poetry
Philip Kennedy
9781851683604 | £30.00
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad al-Mansur</td>
<td>The Beginnings of Modern Morocco</td>
<td>Mercedes Garcia-Arenal, 9781851686100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Riza Khan Barelwi</td>
<td>In the Path of the Prophet</td>
<td>Usha Sanyal, 9781851683598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Ma’mun</td>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Cooperson, 9781851683864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amir Khusraw</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sunil Sharma, 9781851683628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beshir Agha</td>
<td>Chief Eunuch of the Ottoman Imperial Harem</td>
<td>Jane Hathaway, 9781851683901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elijah Muhammad</td>
<td></td>
<td>Herbert Berg, 9781851688036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad ibn Hanbal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Melchert, 9781851684076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akbar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Andre Wink, 9781851686056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Mutanabbi</td>
<td>Voice of the ’Abbasid Poetic Ideal</td>
<td>Margaret Larkin, 9781851684069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashraf ’Ali Thanawi</td>
<td>Islam in Modern South Asia</td>
<td>Muhammad Qasim Zaman, 9781851684151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinggis Khan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Michal Biran, 9781851685028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazlallah Astarabadi and the Hurufis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shahzad Bashir, 9781851683857</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ghazali
The Revival of Islam
Eric Ormsby
9781851684144 | £30/$40
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Hasan al-Banna
Gudrun Kraemer
9781851684304 | £30/$40
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Ibn Arabi
Heir to the Prophets
William C. Chittick
The importance of Muhyi al-Din Ibn al-Arabi (1165–1240) for Islamic mysticism lies in the fact that he was a speculative thinker of the highest order, albeit diffuse and difficult to understand. His central doctrine is the unity of all existence. In this text, William Chittick explores how, through the work of Ibn Al-Arabi, Sufism moves away from anguished and ascetic searchings of the heart and conscience and becomes a matter of speculative philosophy and theosophy.
9781851685110 | £12.99 | Paperback | 216mm × 135mm
9781851683871 | £30.00 | Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Husain Ahmad Madani
The Jihad for Islam and India’s Freedom
Barbara Metcalf
9781851685790 | £30.00
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Ikhnwan al-Safa’
A Brotherhood of Idealists on the Fringe of Orthodox Islam
Godefroid de Callatay
9781851684045 | £30.00
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Imam Shafi’i
Scholar and Saint
Kecia Ali
9781851684380 | £30.00
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Karim Khan Zand
John R. Perry
9781851684359 | £30.00
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Mehmed Ali
From Ottoman Governor to Ruler of Egypt
Khaled Fahmy
9781851685707 | £30.00
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

Mu’awiya ibn abi Sufyan
From Arabia to Empire
R. Stephen Humphreys
9781851684021 | £30.00
Hardback | 216mm × 135mm

The importance of Muhyi al-Din Ibn al-Arabi (1165–1240) for Islamic mysticism lies in the fact that he was a speculative thinker of the highest order, albeit diffuse and difficult to understand. His central doctrine is the unity of all existence. In this text, William Chittick explores how, through the work of Ibn Al-Arabi, Sufism moves away from anguished and ascetic searchings of the heart and conscience and becomes a matter of speculative philosophy and theosophy.

9781851685110 | £12.99 | Paperback | 216mm × 135mm
9781851683871 | £30.00 | Hardback | 216mm × 135mm
Mulla Sadra
Sayeh Meisami

Mulla Sadra (572–1640) is perhaps the single most important and influential philosopher in the Muslim world in the last four hundred years. The author of over forty works, he sought to bring to life the whole heritage of Islamic thought, from philosophy to mysticism, and create a more flexible and conciliatory approach to the problems which seemed to dissociate reason from faith. In this wide-ranging profile, Sayeh Meisami reaches beyond historical narrative to assess the true impact of the man and his ideas. This thought provoking and comprehensive account is ideal for any philosopher wanting to uncover the life and thoughts of a man who represents the climax of intellectual tradition at a crucial point in the history of Islamic civilization.

9781851684298 | £30.00 | Hardback | 216mm × 135mm
Avatar and Incarnation
The Divine in Human Form in the World's Religions
E.G. Parrinder
9781851681303 | £14.99
Paperback | 210mm × 135mm

The Baha’i Faith
A Short History
Peter Smith
9781857682089 | £9.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Believing
An Historical Perspective
Wilfred Cantwell Smith
9781851681662 | £15.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Bibliical Text and Texture
A Literary Reading of Selected Texts
Michael Fishbane
9781851681518 | £19.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Buddhism
A Short Introduction
Klaus K. Klostermaier
9781851681860 | £10.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Case for Religion
Keith Ward
9781851685455 | £12.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Baha’i Faith in Words and Images
John Danesh, Seena Fazel & Paul Slaughter
9781851682195 | £12.99
Paperback | 246mm × 189mm
9781851682164 | £20.00
Hardback | 246mm × 189mm

Baha’u’llah
A Short Biography
Moojan Momen
9781851684694 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Bhagavad Gita
A Verse Translation
Geoffrey Parrinder
9781851689880 | £6.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Buddhism
A Short History
Edward Conze
9781851685684 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Buddhist Path to Awakening
R. M. L. Gethin
9781851682850 | £29.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Christianity
A Short Global History
Frederick Norris
9781857682966 | £23.99
Paperback | 216mm × 145mm
God

A Guide for the Perplexed

Keith Ward

From Plato to Wittgenstein and religions from Judaism to the Hindu tradition, interspersed with divine influences from Classical Greece, Romantic poetry, and the occasional scene from 'Alien', God: A Guide for the Perplexed charts the path of humanity's great spiritual odyssey: the search for God.

Leading the way through this minefield is acclaimed philosopher-theologian Keith Ward, blending the sublime and the eclectic in a narrative which offers wit, erudition and moments of genuine pathos. As a survey of the different manifestations of God through the centuries, and an examination of humanity's search for the divine, this is an engaging and informative book. As a deeply moving testament to our endless capacity for spiritual hope, it is compulsive reading for anyone interested in, or embarking on, the great quest for meaning.

9781851689736 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
The God Question

What Famous Thinkers from Plato to Dawkins have said about the Divine

Andrew Pessin

Does God Exist? Without doubt, the greatest question to face humanity in its history, the controversy rages on today with a recent spate of books on both sides of the divide. However, this debate is not a new phenomenon. For centuries, our greatest philosophers, from Aristotle to Nietzsche, have sought to clarify the idea of a Supreme Being and examine the unique conundrums that He raises.

Revealing the thoughts of history’s biggest philosophers on the biggest question of all, The God Question will help you make your own mind up. Presenting pithy arguments from the faithful, atheistic, and downright heretical, Pessin’s light-hearted prose will give you a captivating insight into a wide array of God-related puzzles, whether or not you are religiously inclined.

9781851686599 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

God and the Universe of Faiths

John Hick

9781851680719 | £18.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Global Philosophy of Religion

A Short Introduction

Joseph Runzo

9781851682355 | £14.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Ethics in the World Religions

Joseph Runzo

9781851682478 | £30.00
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

The Fifth Dimension

An Exploration of the Spiritual Realm

John Hick

9781851689910 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Faith and Belief

The Difference Between Them

Wilfred Cantwell Smith

9781851681655 | £27.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Confucianism

A Short Introduction

John H. & Evelyn Nagai Berthrong

9781851682362 | £18.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Essentials of Mysticism

Evelyn Underhill

9781851681952 | £18.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Essentials of Mysticism

Evelyn Underhill

9781851681952 | £18.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Fifth Dimension

An Exploration of the Spiritual Realm

John Hick

9781851689910 | £10.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

God, Chance and Necessity

Keith Ward

9781851681167 | £19.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Ethics in the World Religions

Joseph Runzo

9781851682478 | £30.00
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

God and the Universe of Faiths

John Hick

9781851680719 | £18.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

Faith and Belief

The Difference Between Them

Wilfred Cantwell Smith

9781851681655 | £27.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Confucianism

A Short Introduction

John H. & Evelyn Nagai Berthrong

9781851682362 | £18.99
Paperback | 225mm × 146mm

The Essentials of Mysticism

Evelyn Underhill

9781851681952 | £18.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Essentials of Mysticism

Evelyn Underhill

9781851681952 | £18.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
Religions of Iran
From Prehistory to the Present
Richard Foltz

Today it is Iran’s association with Islam that commands discussion and debate. But this perception obscures a far more influential and complex relationship with religion. Iran has in fact played an unparalleled role in shaping all the world religions, injecting Iranian ideas into the Jewish, Buddhist, Christian, and Muslim traditions.

This vivid and surprising work explores the manner in which Persian culture has interacted with and transformed each world faith, from the migration of the Israelites to Iran thousands of years ago, to the influence of Iranian notions on Mahayana Buddhism and Christianity. Travelling through thousands of years of history, Foltz’s powerful and evocative journey uncovers a vital and fresh account of our spiritual heritage in this fascinating region.

9781780743080 | £20.00 | Paperback | 235mm × 153mm
9781780743073 | £45.00 | Hardback | 235mm × 153mm
Was Jesus married? The question has the power to inflame opinion, split religions, start wars and divide Christians and scholars alike. Whether stirred up by the phenomenal success of Dan Brown’s novels or the ‘discovery’ last year by Harvard Professor Karen King of the so-called Gospel of Jesus’ Wife – an ancient piece of papyrus that made the explosive suggestion that Jesus and Mary Magdalene were man and wife – the matter refuses to rest, and remains unsolved.

Original research in the area has been undermined by a vigorous campaign to dismiss the possibility of Jesus’ marriage, a cause further strengthened by the popularity of conspiracy theories. Now, approaching the subject from a fresh, historical perspective, Le Donne places Jesus firmly within his socio-cultural context and provocatively argues that the evidence has only one conclusion: Jesus had a wife.
Without Buddha I Could not be a Christian
Paul F. Knitter

Without Buddha I Could not be a Christian narrates how esteemed theologian, Paul F. Knitter, overcame a crisis of faith by looking to Buddhism for inspiration. From prayer to how Christianity views life after death, Knitter argues that a Buddhist standpoint can encourage a more person-centred conception of Christianity where individual religious experience comes first, and liturgy and tradition second.

Moving and revolutionary, this edition comes with a new conclusion – ‘Jesus and Buddha Both Come First!’

‘Knitter’s rich book should be a source of fascination and guidance for seekers of all sorts. One of the finest contemporary books on the encounter between religions in the heart and soul of a single thoughtful person.’

Library Journal

9781851689637 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
The Essential Gibran
Suheil Bushrui

Known and loved throughout the world as the author of The Prophet, the twentieth century’s bestselling book after the Bible, the great Lebanese-American poet and philosopher Kahlil Gibran is widely regarded as one of history’s most gifted writers. With an immediate ability to connect with his audience, his profound words have transcended barriers of culture and creed to touch the hearts of millions.

Compiled by the world’s foremost authority on Gibran, Professor Suheil Bushrui, The Essential Gibran draws on a wide-ranging collection of prose poems, dramatic sketches, parables, letters, essays, and national and international addresses to capture the essence of Gibran’s style and thought. With an excellent introduction to the man and his work, this impressive edition will add a fresh dimension to our understanding of one of the greatest wordsmiths of the last century.

9781851689729 | £7.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

God’s BIG Instruction Book
Timeless Wisdom on how to Follow the Spiritual Path
Juliet Mabey

9781851681709 | £7.99
Hardback | 152mm × 152mm

Bridget and Joan’s Diary
Mad About the Toy Boy
Bridget Williams & Joan Smith

9781851684377 | £9.99
Hardback | 198mm × 129mm

How to Climb Mont Blanc in a Skirt
A Handbook for the Lady Adventurer
Mick Conefrey

9781851689613 | £8.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Jesus: The Son of Man
His Words and His Deeds as Told and Recorded by Those Who Knew Him
Kahlil Gibran

9781851685738 | £9.99
Paperback | 145mm × 145mm

Kahlil Gibran
Man and Poet
Suheil Bushrui & Joe Jenkins

9781851685417 | £12.99
Paperback | 216mm × 135mm

Kahlil Gibran
A Spiritual Treasury
Suheil Bushrui

9781851685530 | £9.99
Paperback | 145mm × 145mm

The Little Book of Love
Kahlil Gibran

9781851686278 | £6.99
Hardback | 155mm × 105mm

Love Letters
The Love Letters of Kahlil Gibran to May Ziadah
Kahlil Gibran | Translated and edited by Suheil Bushrui & Salma Haffar al-Kuzbari

9781851685578 | £9.99
Paperback | 145mm × 145mm
The Prophet

A New Annotated Edition

Kahlil Gibran

Originally published in 1923, The Prophet continues to inspire millions worldwide with its timeless words of love and mystical longing. Writing with insight, hope, and a remarkable compassion for the human condition, Kahlil Gibran explores ideas of joy and sorrow, friendship, good and evil, pleasure, reason and passion, expressing humanity’s yearning for a Unity of Being, only achieved through love.

Introduced and annotated throughout by world expert Suheil Bushrui, this revised and updated edition is a truly enlightening experience for anyone seeking solace and wisdom in the chaotic modern age.

9781851689453 | £7.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Oneworld Book of Prayer

A Treasury of Prayers from Around the World

Juliet Mabey

9781851686186 | £9.99
Paperback | 145mm × 145mm

The Practice of the Presence of God

Conversations and Letters of Brother Lawrence

Brother Lawrence

9781851686407 | £9.99
Paperback | 145mm × 145mm

Recasting Persian Poetry

Scenarios of Poetic Modernity in Iran

Ahmad Karimi-Hakkak

9781780742496 | £20.00
Paperback | 234mm × 156mm

Rumi

Poet and Mystic

Reynold A. Nicholson

9781851680962 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

A Rumi Anthology

Edited by Reynold A. Nicholson

9781851682515 | £14.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Rumi: Past and Present, East and West

The Life, Teachings, and Poetry of Jalâl al-Din Rumi

Franklin D. Lewis

9781851685493 | £19.99
Paperback | 234mm × 152mm

Rumi A Spiritual Treasury

Edited by Juliet Mabey

9781851685691 | £9.99
Paperback | 145mm × 145mm
The World's Favourite Love Poems

Suheil Bushrui

In this delightful volume, renowned literature professor Suheil Bushrui presents nearly two hundred cherished works from around the world and down through the ages.

Here, traditional classics from Shakespeare to Rossetti are thrown into new light beside the poetry of Eastern writers such as Ibn Arabi and Rumi, while little-known poems from the indigenous peoples of Africa, Australasia, and the Americas reminds us of the bonds we all share through the universal experience of love.

9781851689828 | £9.99 | Hardback | 198mm × 129mm

Wisdom of the Tao

Julian Pas

9781851682324 | £9.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of Judaism

Dan Cohn-Sherbok

9781851682287 | £9.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of the Ancient Greeks

Mel Thompson

9781851682980 | £10.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of the Arabs

Suheil Bushrui

9781851682836 | £10.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of the Irish

Suheil Bushrui

9781851683512 | £9.99 | Hardback | 206mm × 135mm

Wisdom of the Kabbalah

Dan Cohn-Sherbok

9781851682973 | £10.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Words to Comfort, Words to Heal

Poems and Meditations for those who Grieve

Juliet Mabey

9781780742274 | £9.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Rumi: Swallowing the Sun

Translated by Franklin D. Lewis

9781851689712 | £9.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Sorry, I'm British!

An Insider's Romp Through Britain from A to Z

Ben Crystal & Adam Russ

Illustrated by Ed McLachlan

9781851688562 | £7.99 | Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Wisdom of Sufism

Leonard Lewisohn

9781851682607 | £9.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of the Tao

Julian Pas

9781851682324 | £9.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of Judaism

Dan Cohn-Sherbok

9781851682287 | £9.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of the Ancient Greeks

Mel Thompson

9781851682980 | £10.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of the Arabs

Suheil Bushrui

9781851682836 | £10.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Wisdom of the Irish

Suheil Bushrui

9781851683512 | £9.99 | Hardback | 206mm × 135mm

Wisdom of the Kabbalah

Dan Cohn-Sherbok

9781851682973 | £10.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm

Words to Comfort, Words to Heal

Poems and Meditations for those who Grieve

Juliet Mabey

9781780742274 | £9.99 | Hardback | 145mm × 145mm
ONEWORLD BEGINNER’S GUIDES

The Perfect Introductions

Oneworld Beginner’s Guides feature accessible, expert analysis on a vast range of topics. With over 100 titles available, these affordable and fascinating guides feature the most in-depth introductions for anyone curious about the way the world works and the big ideas of our time, from students to the general reader.

All Beginner’s Guides are B Format (198mm × 129mm) paperback and £9.99.

> Perfect balance between expert knowledge & engaging style
> The latest research on cutting-edge subjects
> The biggest, most in-depth introductions available
> Beautifully packaged & affordably priced
> Written by experts

‘Few readers can fail to come away armed with invaluable knowledge after dipping into Oneworld’s Beginner’s Guides series. Insightful and informative, they make mind-boggling concepts simple and stimulate further inquiry.’

Christina Borg, The Sunday Times

Aesthetics
A Beginner’s Guide
Charles Taliaferro
9781851688203 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Africa
A Beginner’s Guide
Tom Young
9781851687534 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

American Politics
A Beginner’s Guide
Jon Roper
9781851688173 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Anarchism
A Beginner’s Guide
Ruth Kinna
9781851687176 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Animal Behavior
A Beginner’s Guide
John A. Byers
9781780742601 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
Anthropology
A Beginner’s Guide
Joy Hendry
9781851686902 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Aquinas
A Beginner’s Guide
Edward Feser
9781851686902 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Art
A Beginner’s Guide
Laurie Schneider Adams
9781851688531 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Artificial Intelligence
A Beginner’s Guide
Blay Whitby
9781851686070 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 127mm

The Baha’i Faith
A Beginner’s Guide
Moojan Momen
9781851685639 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Beat Generation
A Beginner’s Guide
Christopher Gair
9781851685424 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Bible
A Beginner’s Guide
Paula Gooder
9781851689903 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Biodiversity
A Beginner’s Guide
John Spicer
9781851684717 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Bioterror and Biowarfare
A Beginner’s Guide
Malcolm Dando
9781851684472 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Brain
A Beginner’s Guide
Ammar Al-Chalabi Martin R. Turner
9781851685943 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

British Politics
A Beginner’s Guide
Richard S. Grayson
9781851687688 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
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<tr>
<td>The Buddha</td>
<td>John S. Strong</td>
<td>97818516868261</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censorship</td>
<td>Julian Petley</td>
<td>9781851686742</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change</td>
<td>Emily Boyd</td>
<td>9781851686605</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Liberties</td>
<td>Tom Head</td>
<td>9781851686644</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cold War</td>
<td>Merrilyn Thomas</td>
<td>9781851686803</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
<td>Ian Leslie</td>
<td>9781851686709</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Buddha</td>
<td>Ray Bull Claire Cooke</td>
<td>9781851687077</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Paul Scotting</td>
<td>9781851687558</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianity</td>
<td>Keith Ward</td>
<td>9781851685394</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscription</td>
<td>Julian Petley</td>
<td>9781851686722</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
<td>Ian Leslie</td>
<td>9781851686709</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>Paul Jepson</td>
<td>9781851687145</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Science</td>
<td>Kevin Vowles</td>
<td>9781851685211</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic Church</td>
<td>John C. Phillips</td>
<td>9781851685211</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Science</td>
<td>Kevin Vowles</td>
<td>9781851685211</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Science</td>
<td>Kevin Vowles</td>
<td>9781851685211</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Psychology</td>
<td>Ray Bull Claire Cooke</td>
<td>9781851687077</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimes Against Humanity</td>
<td>Adam Jones</td>
<td>9781851686018</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>198mm × 129mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Beginners Guides

Critique Thinking
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Sharon M. Kaye
  9781851688654 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Daoism
* A Beginner’s Guide
  James Miller
  9781851688560 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Democracy
* A Beginner’s Guide
  David Beetham
  9781851683635 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Descartes
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Harry M. Bracken
  9781851687589 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Dewey
* A Beginner’s Guide
  David Hildebrand
  9781851685806 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Dyslexia
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Nicola Brunswick
  9781851686452 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Energy
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Vaclav Smil
  9781851684526 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Engineering
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Natasha McCarthy
  9781851686629 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Enlightenment
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Kieron O’Hara
  9781851687091 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Epistemology
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Robert M. Martin
  9781851687329 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The European Union
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Alasdaire Blair
  9781851688982 | £9.99
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Evolution
* A Beginner’s Guide
  Burton Guttman
  9781851683710 | £9.99/$15.95
  Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
Evolutionary Psychology
A Beginner's Guide
Robin Dunbar, Louise Barrett & John Lycett
9781851683567 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Existentialism
A Beginner's Guide
Thomas E. Wartenberg
9781851685936 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Fair Trade
A Beginner's Guide
Jacqueline DeCarlo
9781851685219 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Feminism
A Beginner's Guide
Sally J. Scholz
9781851687121 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Forensic Science
A Beginner's Guide
Jay Siegel
9781851686582 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

French Literature
A Beginner's Guide
Carol Clark
9781851688999 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The French Revolution
A Beginner's Guide
Peter Davies
9781851686933 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Genetics
A Beginner's Guide
B. Guttman, A. Griffiths, D. Suzuki & T. Cullis
9781851683048 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Hinduism
A Beginner's Guide
Klaus K. Klostermaier
9781851685387 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

History of Science
A Beginner's Guide
Sean F. Johnston
9781851686810 | £9.99
Paperback | 192mm × 129mm

Homer
A Beginner's Guide
Elton Barker & Joel Christensen
9781780742298 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
Humanism
A Beginner’s Guide
Peter Cave
9781851685899 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Huxley
A Beginner’s Guide
Kieron O’Hara
9781851689231 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

International Relations
A Beginner’s Guide
Charles Jones
9781851687039 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Iran
A Beginner’s Guide
Homa Katouzian
9781780742724 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Islamic Philosophy
A Beginner’s Guide
Majid Fakhry
9781851686254 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Islamic Veil
A Beginner’s Guide
Elizabeth Bucar
9781851689286 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Journalism
A Beginner’s Guide
Sarah Niblock
9781851687039 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Judaism
A Beginner’s Guide
Dan & Lavinia Cohn-Sherbok
9781851687480 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Lacan
A Beginner’s Guide
Lionel Bailly
9781851686377 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Life in the Universe
A Beginner’s Guide
Lewis Dartnell
9781851685059 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Literary Theory
A Beginner’s Guide
Clare Connors
9781851687305 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Machiavelli
A Beginner’s Guide
Cary J. Nederman
9781851686391 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
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Particle Physics
A Beginner’s Guide
Brian R. Martin
9781851687862 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Philosophy
A Beginner’s Guide
Peter Cave
9781851689378 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Philosophy of Mind
A Beginner’s Guide
Edward Feser
9781851684786 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Philosophy of Religion
A Beginner’s Guide
Charles Taliaferro
9781851686506 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Philosophy of Science
A Beginner’s Guide
Geoffrey Gorham
9781851686841 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Planet Earth
A Beginner’s Guide
John Gribbin
9781851688289 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Psychology
A Beginner’s Guide
G. Neil Martin
9781851686025 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Postmodernism
A Beginner’s Guide
Kevin Hart
9781851683383 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Quantum Physics
A Beginner’s Guide
Alastair Rae
9781851683697 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Qur’an
A Beginner’s Guide
Farid Esack
9781857686247 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Palestine-Israeli Conflict
A Beginner’s Guide
Dan Cohn-Sherbok & Dawoud El-Alami
9781851687439 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Paul
A Beginner’s Guide
Morna D. Hooker
9781851685646 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Philosophy of Mind
A Beginner’s Guide
Edward Feser
9781851684786 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
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Racism
A Beginner's Guide
Alana Lentin
9781851685343 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Reductionism
A Beginner's Guide
Alastair Rae
9781780742540 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Religion
A Beginner's Guide
Martin Forward
9781851682584 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Renaissance Art
A Beginner's Guide
Tom Nichols
9781851687244 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Roman Empire
A Beginner's Guide
Philip Matyszak
9781780744247 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Russian Revolution
A Beginner's Guide
Abraham Ascher
9781780743875 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Shakespeare
A Beginner's Guide
Ros King
9781851687893 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Small Arms Trade
A Beginner's Guide
Rachel Stohl, Matthew Schroeder & Dan Smith
9781851684762 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Sufism
A Beginner's Guide
William C. Chittick
9781851685479 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The Torah
A Beginner's Guide
Joel S. Kaminsky & Joel N. Lohr
9781851688548 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

The United Nations
A Beginner's Guide
Norrie MacQueen
9781851687527 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm

Volcanoes
A Beginner's Guide
Rosaly Lopes
9781851687251 | £9.99
Paperback | 198mm × 129mm
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E: info@annamurphy.co.uk

IRELAND & NORTHERN IRELAND
Repforce Ireland
7 Seapoint Terrace
Irish town, Dublin 4
Ireland
T: 01 6349927
E: info@repmforce.ie

EUROPE AND RUSSIA
Durnell Marketing Ltd.
2 Linden Close
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
TN4 8HH, UK
T: +44 (0) 1892 544272
F: +44 (0) 1892 511152
E: orders@durnell.co.uk

USA & CANADA
Publishers Group West
1700 Fourth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
USA
T: 800-788-3123
F: 800-351-5073
E: orderentry@perseusbooks.com
W: www.pgw.com

AUSTRALIA
Bloomsbury Publishing Pty Ltd
Level 4, 387 George Street
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia
T: +61 2 8820 4901
E: au@bloomsbury.com

Trade orders:
United Book Distributors (UBD)
30 Centre Road
Scoresby, VIC 3179
Australia
T: +61 3 9811 2555 (Freecall: 1800 33 88 36)
F: +61 3 9811 2403
E: orders@unitedbookdistributors.com.au

SOUTH AFRICA
Penguin Books (S.A.) Pty Ltd
Block D, Rosebank Office Park
181 Jan Smuts Avenue
Parktown North, Gauteng
South Africa, 2193
T: +27 11 327 3550
F: +27 11 327 6574
E: info@za.penguingroup.com

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
Tony Moggach/IMA
14 York Rise
London
NW5 1 ST
T: +44 (0) 207 267 8054
F: +44 (0) 207 485 8462
E: tony.moggach@tonymoggach.com
**TURKEY**
A. Lale Colakoglu
Sezai Selek sok. Nevide apt. no: 22/2
Nisantas, Istanbul 34365
Turkey
T: +90 212 247 85 51
F: +90 212 247 89 83

**IRAN**
Vijeh Nashr Co.,
P.O. BOX: 15815-1779
Tehran-Iran
T: +98(021) 88910429
F: +98(021) 88910430
E: info@vijehnashr.com
W: www.vijehnashr.com

**MIDDLE EAST (EXC. LEBANON)**
Penguin Group (Arabia)
Dubai Media City Office #1604
Thuraya Tower 1
PO Box 500598 Dubai UAE
T: +97 14 367 8618
F: +97 14 367 8622
E: nusrat.ibrahim@ae.penguin.com
W: www.penguin.co.uk

**HONG KONG, JAPAN, SOUTH KOREA, PHILIPPINES, TAIWAN, THAILAND, LAOS, CAMBODIA, VIETNAM & MYANMAR**
Andrew White
The White Partnership
6 Newlands Road
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
TN4 9AT, UK
T: +44 (0) 1892 557767
M: +44 (0) 7973 176046
E: thewhitepartnership@btopenworld.com

**INDIA**
Penguin Books India
11 Community Centre
Panchsheel Park
New Delhi 110017, India
T: +91 (0) 11 26494401
F: +91 (0) 11 26494403
E: sales@in.penguin.com

**MALAYSIA**
Penguin Books Malaysia
c/o Pearson Education Malaysia
Sdn. Bhd., Lot 2 Jalan 215
Off Jalan Templar
46050 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Malaysia
T: +603-7801-2000
F: +603-7784-1739
E: enquiry@penguinbooks.com.my

**SINGAPORE**
Penguin Books Singapore
c/o Pearson Education South Asia
23/25 First Lok Yang Road
Jurong
Singapore 629733
T: +65-63199-331
F: +65-63199-179
E: enquiry@penguinbooks.com.sg

**FOREIGN RIGHTS**

**PLEASE CONTACT:**
rights@oneworld-publications.com